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GROWING TOGETHER



H 



A Ministry Update by Pastor Dwight



appy 2011! The start of a New Year brings a fresh opportunity for new goals and new growth in our lives. And it brings a fresh need for the Lord’s guidance!



What goal is God leading you to set for 2011? What growth do you believe He wants to bring in your life? How is He guiding you as you enter the New Year? One thing is for sure: He doesn’t want you to “go it alone”! God has made us a family so we can support one another and work together in
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those endeavors! Here at Bethel, we want to help one another follow God’s guidance so we pursue God’s goals and experience God’s growth. We can provide that help and support in many ways. Some of that support is informal—such as personal prayer, counsel and encouragement. And some of that support is formal—through classes, groups and ministry teams. I would like to share about new opportunities for that “formal” support in the coming year. Those opportunities fit into four categories, which support four kinds of commitments. We’ll look at the first two commitments in this article. Then we’ll look at the final two commitments in the March/April issue of the Beacon.



The First Two Commitments Commitment #1 is the commitment to grow in relationship with others. If you are making that commitment in 2011, I want to invite you to our next Membership Class. It will be held Wednesdays, January 12, 19 and 26, from 7:00-8:30 pm. The class will meet in Pastor Dwight’s office. If you would like to attend, please jot a note on your Welcome Card so we can know how many workbooks to prepare. Another help in our relationships is learning about communication. So this winter, we are offering a new growth group called “The Language of Love and Respect.” It is sub-titled Cracking the Communication Code, and it focuses on communication between men and women. The principles we will learn are especially helpful in marriage. But they are also helpful in communication with other family members, co-workers, and church family. This new Growth Group starts Sunday, January 16. It will be held in the Large Fellowship Hall Annex (side room), from 5:30-7:00 pm. A workbook and book cost $15.00 combined. If you would like to attend, please mark your Welcome Card. And please purchase a book and workbook by writing a check to the church and marking it “L&R Class books.” Commitment #2: is the commitment to grow spiritually, through personal Bible reading and prayer. If that is your commitment for the New Year, then I’d love to help you through our Developing Spiritual Maturity class. It focuses on four habits that help us grow: the Bible; prayer; fellowship; and giving. The class will be held in February through early March. Watch the bulletin for dates as the time approaches! I always enjoy teaching this class, because it is such a practical help in our spiritual growth! In addition, being part of a Sunday School, Bible Study or Growth Group will also help you grow spiritually! Steve Livermore’s Growth 2 
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Group, for example, is starting a brand-new study called Through the Bible in One Year. It is designed to give you an overview of the entire Bible— while also getting “in-depth” enough that you gain a working knowledge of each book. I took this class myself, when it was offered here at Bethel during my high school years. So I can tell you from personal experience that it is excellent! In fact, Steve and Maria Livermore were in the class back then, too! And their enthusiasm for the class is contagious! So if you want to participate—contact Steve or Maria! Of course, we offer other classes that can help you grow in God’s Word, as well! Check out our listing for Sunday School classes and Growth Groups in the bulletin! And, men: Our Men’s Accountability Group (mag) is designed to provide both accountability and support for regular prayer and Bible reading. Our mag will resume in February. You’re welcome to join us then! As I mentioned at the start of this article, we will cover the final two commitments in the March issue. However, I do want to mention one opportunity that relates to the third commitment. That is the commitment to grow by serving the Lord.



Opportunity to Serve with our Worship Team We have all kinds of excellent ministries you can serve in! I would like to tell you about something new happening with one of those ministries: our Worship Team. I believe that God wants us to expand our Worship Team. The Lord has provided us with a number of people who have musical abilities. However, only a handful of them are using those talents here at this time. If you are one of those musically-gifted people, I invite you to be part of our Worship Ministry! During the month of January, we will be holding “open auditions” for the Worship Team. So if you sing or play an instrument—come practice with us! We will meet every Thursday at 7:00 pm, starting January 13. Initially, we will gather everyone who is interested, at the same time. Depending on what talents are represented, we may eventually split into different groups and/or times for practice. I anticipate that we will probably end up with at least two Worship Teams! However, we will all meet together the first number of times. That will give me the opportunity to determine “who can do what.” From there, we can develop an appropriate plan and schedule for rehearsing with differBeacon: Nov./Dec. 2010 
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ent instruments, voices, and combinations. Does that sound like fun? It does to me! And if it does to you, then please join us, starting Thursday, January 13! We’ll meet in the church auditorium. Come prepared to worship and serve the Lord through music!



MISSIONS UPDATE: Grace International School, Thailand by Dick Owen



C 



humley & Connie Eckerle, our supported missionaries, report answered prayer for Grace International. Chumley has been the point person representing the school in legal matters that relate to their current campus in Chiang Mai, and their search for alternate facilities &/or land for gis. These situations, along with Chumley’s wellbeing, have been matters of prayer concern in our weekly Missions Prayer Meetings! These concerns have grown since the neighboring residential sub-division has claimed a legal right to the land area that has separated gis from these neighbors, even though the neighbors have been satisfied to let gis use their swimming pool and health club facilities for physical education needs. It seems to be the continuing growth of the school that has frustrated matters. Our prayer has been that the legal problem that has to do with settlement of the property ownership rights might be resolved on a timely basis, and that whatever the outcome, it will bring glory to God. If a settlement should be against the school, we have prayed that gis would be granted reasonable time to prepare an alternate facility. In spite of this issue, the school needs additional space! Their School Superintendent, Don Williams, has recently written that the settlement of the land ownership “dispute” between the school and their neighbors is bogged down while concerned parties seek agreement as to what court—local, regional or national—should hear their arguments. While this continues there has been an aggressive search by gis to find alternate facilities and funding to accommodate a move. 4 
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Progress is being made. He says, “We’re moving! Grace International School Educational Foundation… purchased 33 acres of land for our new campus last week”—the end of September 2010. “That’s 2-1/2 times the space we presently have! If the necessary funds were in hand, we could be at the new site within 2-3 years.” Praise the Lord for this step of faith! It was good to hear Mindy share that she had walked the land with her father while visiting her parents en route to the States for her current visit. Williams went on to explain that they are currently raising us $ 1.2 million under The Saving Grace Project for the alternative campus, and as these funds materialize, they will be able to engage Thai architects & engineers, raise the height of the land, develop essential infrastructure, build temporary classroom buildings if necessary, and be able to launch a new fund-raising project for construction of permanent buildings. In the meantime, although the legal battle continues on ownership of the land on which the current campus is located, we join them in praising the Lord that the neighborhood association continues to extend to gis use of their current facilities on a year-to-year basis. All this is difficult to comprehend from a Western perspective. But perhaps gis will be able to continue this arrangement until new facilities are ready for occupancy



BOOK REVIEWS “The Yada Yada Prayer Group Series” by Neta Jackson When Jodi Baxter agrees to attend the Chicago Women’s Conference with her boss Avis, she feels totally out of her comfort zone. At the conference, Jodi and Avis are assigned to a prayer group of 12 women. These women come from very different backgrounds: an outspoken exdrug addict, a Messianic Jew, an ex-con who isn’t even a Christian, and women from Jamaica, Honduras, and South Africa. During the weekend, an accident occurs in the family of one of the ladies, and the women are pulled together in a way they never imagined. At the end of the weekend, they decide to continue meeting on a regular basis, and the Yada Yada Prayer Group is formed. Jodi seems so much like me. She’s a working mother, facing many struggles I can relate to as a wife and mother. I couldn’t put these books down. All six books in the series are now available in the library. Beacon: Nov./Dec. 2010 
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The following series will soon be available too: “The House of Hope Series” by Neta Jackson “The Yada Yada Brothers Series”



~ Carolyn Sunderman



“‘Her Mother’s Hope’ and ‘Her Daughter’s Dream’” by Francine Rivers This two-book series follows the life of Marta from her childhood in Switzerland in the early 1900’s to the present day as she struggles to overcome the declaration of her father that she’ll never be more than a servant. She is determined to fulfill the hope her mother has instilled in her to chase her dreams. Through her struggles, and much hard work, Marta life takes her from Switzerland to Canada to California. I can’t begin to tell you how great these books are! I can only say that I couldn’t put them down. If you like Francine Rivers, you will love these books. If you’ve never read one of her books, you will soon have a new favorite author.



~ Carolyn Sunderman



“PREDATOR” by Terri Blackstock Action and mystery are Terri’s usual style and this book is no different in those elements. A missing sister, a shallow grave, rage, nausea, police cars, and television vans parade across the pages of the first chapter. Young girls are being stalked by a murderer. What is the factor tying them all together? It is the on-line community that all the girls are using, unaware that the information given naively is leading the predator right to them. Predator is not just an entertaining Blackstock read. It is a book with a mission. If you are a parent or grandparent of a young person who uses the Internet, this book will give you the motivation to find the tools to educate your kids and to set boundaries to keep your children safe. Our favorite librarians, Pam Starr and Sharon Lindley, can lead you right to the shelf in our church library where Predator is waiting for you.



~ Joan McNichols
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PRAYER PARTNERS: Treasures on Earth & Treasures in Heaven By Lissa Bales



T 



eenagers are treasures! They are fascinating, unpredictable, funny, moody, and all-around fun to be with! They have complicated thoughts on politics, world-wide problems and solutions, and think deeply about God and His work in the world and in their lives. We often lose these kids from our churches as they get older. Why? What can we do? About a year ago, an idea began to form in the hearts of those on the ncd committee as they looked for ways to help our church grow and be healthy. What if we paired youth group members with other adults in the church for a mentoring and prayer relationship? Originally, the goal was to increase prayer, especially across generations, but a secondary goal was to give kids other adults they can talk to and connect with besides their parents and youth workers. Some students were matched with a prayer partner last year. When Josh left in the summer, I took over the matching process. One of my prayers has been to find a good match between kids and adults—one where they might already have something in common, or already have a relationship. Back in September, I was getting discouraged because it seemed there were so many students who needed prayer partners, and not enough adults to fill the need. I was praying about a prayer partner for one young lady and God reminded me that her mom had been in the military—and so had Maria Livermore. Another youth member had been on a mission trip with Gloria Weitman. God has clearly been working to put these matches together. Might He also be asking you to step forward and volunteer? Would you be willing to serve God and serve the youth of our church in this ministry? Are you already a prayer-partner, but would be willing to pray for and try to connect with ANOTHER student? Right now we have a few high schoolers, and twelve jr highers who need to be matched with a prayer partner. The specific list is posted on the youth-group bulletin board.
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What is required? • In order to serve as a prayer partner, you need to go through the “Youth Worker Training and Application” process (background check, paperwork, training meeting). • You need to be willing to pray regularly for your youth member. • You should be willing to send them a postcard or email or text occasionally to let them know you’re praying for them.



What else is involved? Rita Owen has had a prayer partner during the past year. Out of her experience, she offered this list to those who would like to know how to “connect” with their youth member. Schedules are usually hectic for kids this age. Even when they DO know their schedule, they are not usually good about communicating it to their prayer partners. So you’ll have to persevere in this part, but it will really be appreciated! 1. Check the church picture directory for family information, hobbies and interests. 2. Make contact with the individual to be mentored as soon as possible, and be careful to share introductory information. 3. Set a mutually convenient date to do something together, whether it be an ice cream excursion or coffee, or whatever as an ice breaker. 4. Encourage the mentored youth to bring a friend. It is easier to get to know someone if they have the “protection” of a friend. 5. Be interested! Go to an event that the mentored is participating in. (Lissa’s ideas: sports, band concert, drama, school activity) 6. If they go to camp or out of town, get an address and send them a card. 7. Look for ideas you can pursue together whenever you are visiting. Also, ask the kids what other prayer-partners have been doing. 8. Do something together with another adult and the one they are mentoring. 8 
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9. Be consistent in showing your interest in what is going on in their lives. 10. Pray regularly for each other, and when together, share prayer and praise items , and do not forget to pray together and laugh together.



Many students in the youth group have been pleading with the leaders to schedule a gathering or activity they can invite their prayer-partners to, to spend time with them. We would like to invite all prayer-partners to the church’s New Years Eve party, where we will have a special activity to connect the youth and adults. When teenagers WANT mentors... when they WANT adults to pray for them and have a relationship with them, how can we say no? So until every student is matched, we will continue to pray for God to fill the need and provide workers for this particular harvest field. Come join the fun! You’ll be blessed, and you’ll certainly be laying up treasures in heaven



PERSONAL PARABLES: The Four Milestones of Homegoing by Leon Hyatt “I go to prepare a place for you.” Anyone who has lived in the same place all their life may have missed one of the greatest feelings known to man: Going Home. It seems to be the way of things that Home is never fully appreciated until it has been left. The town I grew up in, the thriving metropolis of Fossil, Oregon, didn’t seem all that thriving at the time. I spent my formative years there—sixth grade through high school—then left to go to Oregon State U, not giving it much thought. I was sad about the closing of the sawmill that drove the local economy, but there were bigger places to go and bigger things to do. Yet thirty-some years later, all of them spent in the Willamette Valley, Fossil is still Home. Its appearance hasn’t changed much, and the pace is still relaxed. I still know many of the people there. Beacon: Nov./Dec. 2010 
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For some years after moving away, I seldom returned. Then about 10 years ago we spent a week there hunting what we always called sand rats. After hearing me tell about hunting them when I lived there, my son nagged me into going again. We made a family vacation out of it, and even had hats made—red ones with black letters saying, “Rat Safari 2000.” (If you’re wondering what sand rat hunting is like, imagine playing Whacka-Mole with a gun.) Ever since then I can’t seem to get through the year without at least one trip Home. It’s about 230 miles from our house to Fossil by road if you go the Right Way—through Portland, up the river to Biggs Junction, south to Wasco, Condon, then Fossil. It’s shorter to go through Redmond, but that’s the Wrong Way. Don’t ask why—it just is. Because it’s a long trip between two different kinds of places, it is made up of several parts. I’ve noticed that there are four places on this trip that always affect me a certain way, and these I will call the Four Milestones. N 45ʹ 39.077˝ W 121ʹ 12.694˝ Because the landscape is so different from Fossil, and the distance so long, the first segment of the trip doesn’t seem like homegoing at all. It’s just a lot of mileage and traffic. Theoretically I know I’m going there, but it doesn’t feel like it until I reach the top of a grade from where you can see the city of The Dalles. The Dalles was what I then considered to be the Big City. It was the outpost of Home territory. Going to The Dalles (90 miles away) was a big outing for us. (Portland was like visiting another planet. The few times I saw it I wondered how anyone could find their way around such a confusing maze of roads and bridges.) When I reach the top of that grade and see The Dalles ahead, this trip is underway at last. We really ARE going Home—there’s the border. From here it goes something like this: Drive through the city and see the familiar places. Look across at Spooky’s Pizza and remind yourself that you still intend to go there someday. Notice that Red’s Trading Post is gone, but you still have the 12-inch Crescent wrench you bought there so many years ago, and it’s still a good wrench. Smell the creosote at the pressure treating plant where the railroad ties are made. On the way out of town, see the dam and remember the day you took the tour and saw those enormous generators. Vow to try harder next time to distract the lady that counts the fish.



10 
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N 45ʹ 40.160˝ W 120ʹ 49.957˝ Continue up the river to the Second Milestone—Biggs Junction, where us 97 crosses i84 on its way south to Bend, Klamath Falls, etc. Take the exit across from the grain elevator. You’ll want to top off the gas tank because you’re about to leave the land of wide roads, cell phone towers and round-the-clock retailing. As you begin the climb, smell the sagebrush and realize that your trip Home has just kicked up another notch. In Wasco, turn left onto us 206, possibly the best 40 miles of road anywhere. Remark, as you do every time, about the rapid growth of the windmill farms. As you make the twisting descent to the John Day river, use the brakes in almost every curve the way you used to scoff at others for doing before you moved away and forgot how to blitz your way down. Cross the river at milepost 15 and begin the climb out. A fast motorcycle is the best thing for the next six miles, if you are so fortunate as to be on one. Enjoy the near-solitude of the high desert—miles and miles of nothing but miles and miles. When you reach the town of Condon at mile 40, slow down for the speed zones. The Condon police had a reputation back when for being strict. Scoff at the sign proclaiming Condon to be the “Gateway to the John Day Recreational Area.” As if. Turn right at the stop sign by the Elks Lodge. Idle the engine downhill through town past the movie theater, where you used to take girls on dates, and the c&j Drive-in across from the swimming pool. As you go past the high school football field and track (home of the Blue Devils) look across and remember the time you finished second in the mile in that track meet in 1976 (more about that in a future issue).



N 45ʹ 13.757˝ W 120ʹ 11.101˝ You have now reached the Third Milestone. Leaving Condon and starting down the grade to 30-mile means that this trip is on its final leg. It won’t be long now. As you drive those first few miles, look for the remains of the old road. Remember how crooked it was and how disappointed you were when you first drove the new one because it didn’t feel right. Cross the bridge and begin the 8-mile climb up what we always called Condon Canyon. As you pass Dyer State Park, wonder for the 100th time what the groundskeeper thought when he found the cylinder head from your Chevy 235 engine in the garbage can. (Kids these days!) Drive through the town of Mayville (don’t blink), then one last little climb to the summit of Cummings Hill (4 miles to go). Plunge down the steep grade in anticipation, knowing that your goal is just over that hill to the left. Beacon: Nov./Dec. 2010 
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N 45ʹ 00.250˝ W 120ʹ 13.804˝ About a mile after the slope decreases, you will reach the Fourth Milestone. As the road curves leftward the town suddenly appears in front of you. You are Home. Turn left onto the street that goes past the motel, or keep going and turn left onto Main Street so that you can check up on the house Grandma once lived in for so many years, the house that was the hub of family life. Turn right at the bank and up the hill to the Baptist Church, where you began your life of faith. Go inside and see the familiar wooden pews and the stained glass windows installed in the memory of the Honorable Timothy Barnard. Look at the steps to the choir loft on the western wall where you sat the moment you stopped resisting and hesitating and said Yes to Jesus. Read the big banner on the wall behind the pulpit proclaiming, “Whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved.” Thumb through a hymnal and remember how much you loved those songs and how loudly you sang them—then. Perhaps the so-called Prodigal Son had a similar experience when he got up from the pigpen and went home to become, he thought, his father’s servant. There are some who believe that story to be true, not a parable. In either case we can use some sanctified imagination to speculate on how that trip went. At first, it was just a trip out of the pigpen. None of the landscape was familiar to him like his homeland was. He was going Home only in theory, possibly wondering whether he would get there before starving to death or meeting some other calamity. He just kept going and going, through strange places populated by strangers; tired, hungry and humbled all the way. Then perhaps a familiar hill appeared, or maybe a stream he knew. Suddenly the possibility of reaching Home was real. Later on he saw a familiar face. Did they remember him? Their reaction said no, but no matter—Home was near. Perhaps his mind began to race, anxious about what he would find. Did they expect him to still be alive? Was anyone looking for him? What kind of greeting would he get? By and by he spotted a piece of his father’s land, then later he saw the smallest piece of the house he grew up in. With his heart racing with both hope and anxiety, he picks up the pace. The image of the house becomes larger and larger, and then... An old man, his face weary and careworn, standing at the front door, looking his way. With a flash of recognition that only a parent possesses, he begins to run toward the son. The joy on his father’s face erases the fear he had had about how he would be met. Anxiety gives way to relief. There will be no starving to death, no more of the hazards of travel, only rest. He is at Home. Turn the page. Where are you on your own journey Home? As in, this world 12 
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is not my home, I’m just a-passin’ through. For those who believe early in life, Heaven is largely theoretical and distant. You know you’re going there eventually, but there are so many things going on in the here and now that you can be happy to get to it later—much later. Then comes that first twinge of mortality, or perhaps the death of someone your own age that you were close to. One by one your grandparents pass away. Year by year the reality of it becomes stronger and nearer, and there is no more denying it—you’re headed Home. You’ll have to name your own milestones, but I’m sure we all have them. Somewhere ahead is a curve in the road, the last of many on the way Home. Beyond it is a place that has been prepared for you, the place where you belong
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A SHELTER IN THE TIME OF STORM by Pastor Dwight



W 



here were you at 11:40 on Tuesday, December 14? If you live in Aumsville, you’ll probably remember that moment for a long time! Because that’s when the tornado swept through town!



I was in my office here at the church building. So I got to see the tremendous outpouring of support from our church body! The response was almost instantaneous—from our staff, our elders and deaconesses, and many of our church family at large! Throughout the rest of that week, we had more than 400 people and businesses volunteer to help. Aumsville city officials designated Bethel as the “volunteer center,” so we were the key contact and staging area for those volunteers. Our office received tons of calls, in addition to the volunteers who just came with offers to help. Our church hosted a volunteer meeting—staffed a sign-up table—provided food and coffee for volunteers—and relayed volunteer information to city hall. We also received many donations that individuals and businesses brought over. In addition, folks from Bethel got involved personally in cleanup efforts. Some helped at cleanup sites. Some volunteered with the phone bank at city hall and the community center. Some took coffee around to cleanup crews. Again and again, our church family stepped up to serve during a “time of storm” in our community. And God was honored in that service! I want to say, “Thank you” to everyone who helped! I continue to hear how much people appreciated our church’s love for our community. Your efforts communicated Christ’s heart for those here in Aumsville! And that heart was seen through all of Aumsville’s churches during that time! Mountain View Wesleyan hosted the Red Cross workers. And Willamette Valley Baptist received supplies and other donations, too. We also hosted a “prayer and share” service at Bethel on Wednesday evening that was attended by folks from the area churches. 14 
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It was beautiful to experience the unity and love that was demonstrated as we worked together! And it was a real blessing getting to know the lead pastors of those churches! I anticipate even greater things in the future, as God uses us together for His work in the Aumsville area! Thank you again for your part in that work!
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Customizable Tracking Solutions - Beacon Technologies 

A Web Marketing ... campaigns, not just based on the final visit, which is where Google ... application Conversions), Several visits were often vital to creating.
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your office. Some of the attendees went to the. Mackinaw Valley Winery and learned what is. involved with growing grapes and making. wine. While others of us, ...
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Customizable Tracking Solutions - Beacon Technologies, Inc. 

campaigns, not just based on the final visit, which is where Google. Analytics attributes the goal. The data being provided by GA for assisted conversions ...
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North Central Area. Congratulations to Area members and affiliates who were recognized at national conference. Those. who were recognized included: â€¢ Austin Partridge, Grand Island, Nebraska - recipient of the Marion T. Wood Student Scholarship. â€
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The additional spending would add to private .... extent of government programs is a recurring theme promoted by supporters of activist government, particularly ...
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Windows or Facebook and Smart Phones. The purpose of the presentation is for attendees to. better understand today's media and educate ourselves to be ...
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websites that enable you to edit clips of video and store all of your bookmarks. Please mark you calendars for our Spring Conference on April 8-10, 2016 at the ...
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government in two respects: on the state depreciation schedule for business ... The estate tax changes would increase investment insofar as it applied to small family-owned .... BHI utilized its STAMP (State Tax Analysis Modeling Program) model. ... 
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Term 1 2017 (85 days including 1 CPD day). Week. 1. 2 3. 4 5 6 7. 8 9 10 11 12. 13 14 15 16. 17 18. Mon. 7 14 21 28. 4 11 18 25. 2 9 16 23 30. 6 13 20 27.
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